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Abstract
In this report, we consider the potential impact of recently announced Meltdown and Spectre
microarchitectural side-channel attacks arising out of superscalar (out-of-order) execution on
Capability Hardware Enhanced RISC Instructions (CHERI) computer architecture. We observe
that CHERI’s in-hardware permissions and bounds checking may be an effective form of mitigation for one variant of these attacks, in which speculated instructions can bypass software
bounds checking. As with MMU-based techniques, CHERI remains vulnerable to side-channel
leakage arising from speculative execution across compartment boundaries, leading us to propose a software-managed compartment ID to mitigate these vulnerabilities for other variants as
well.
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Chapter 1
CHERI and Microarchitectural
Side-Channel Attacks
The purpose of this report is to briefly describe our early thoughts on the impact of the Meltdown [9] and Spectre [8] vulnerabilities on the Capability Hardware Enhanced RISC Instructions (CHERI) architecture [14] developed by SRI International and the University of Cambridge. These recently announced vulnerabilities allow attackers to exploit side channels stemming from speculative execution to extract data across protection boundaries – for example,
allowing an unprivileged userspace attacker to retrieve private data from the kernel or another
process. CHERI is an architectural security feature providing fine-grained memory protection
and scalable compartmentalization based on a hybrid capability-system model [13].
As an architectural security model, CHERI depends on secure implementation in the microarchitecture; as with other architectural models (such as virtual memory and enclave technologies), implementations of CHERI may be susceptible to side-channel leakage through microarchitectural timing. However, an unexpected benefit to CHERI is that it also offers some
mitigating impact on one of the attack variants due to the potential for speculative checking of
bounds in the implementation of CHERI. In the remainder of this report, we briefly introduce
the concepts behind CHERI, describe the three variants of the Meltdown and Spectre attacks
that have been published, describe current mitigation techniques, and then discuss potential
implications for CHERI along with a proposed architectural change to help resist microarchitectural side channels. We also consider the longer-term prospects for remaining microarchitectural side channels.

1.1

Background

Before exploring the implications of CHERI for Meltdown and Spectre, we review the CHERI
architecture, Meltdown and Spectre attacks, and known mitigations for these attacks on current
architectures.

1.1.1

CHERI

CHERI is a hybrid capability-system architecture that blends historic ideas about capability systems with a conventional RISC architecture utilizing a Memory Management Unit (MMU) [14].
CHERI capabilities are implemented as a new hardware data type whose corruption and misuse
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are prevented by tagged memory and guarded manipulation. CHERI’s hybrid nature enables
capability-system features to converge with more conventional architectural design choices:
capabilities are evaluated “within” virtual address spaces, and are implemented in a manner
intended to align strongly with current architectures, microarchitectures, and memory subsystems.
CHERI is designed to continue to support (and extend) MMU-based software Trusted Computing Bases (TCBs) implemented in the C and C++ programming languages by making it
efficient to implement the principles of least privilege and intentionality due to their strong
mitigating impact on software vulnerabilities. Target software includes operating-system kernels and userspace libraries/tools, language runtimes, and large-scale C/C++ applications such
as web browsers. Although the capability primitives can be used for many purposes, we have
focused on investigating their use for highly compatible fine-grained language-oriented memory protection, as well as scalable software compartmentalization.
In the majority of our current use cases, CHERI capabilities protect references to concrete
code or data in memory, rather than abstract software-defined objects. Most typically, this
is done by using the capability type to implement C/C++-language pointers, which are then
subject to architectural integrity protection, efficient bounds checking, permission checking,
and other (so-called) safety properties. CHERI also supports sealed capabilities that are immutable and non-dereferenceable, allowing CHERI’s protections to be applied to references to
software-defined objects – for example, allowing unforgeable object references to be passed to
untrustworthy software sandboxes, and to be used as the foundation for fast domain transitions.
With two notable exceptions (exception delivery and explicit protection-domain crossing),
the CHERI instruction-set architecture (ISA) implements monotonicity: the rights and bounds
of a new capability may be no greater than those of the capability from which it is derived.
Tagging and guarded manipulation ensure strong provenance validity for capabilities: a capability cannot be dereferenced unless it is a valid capability derived from another valid capability
via valid transformations. These transformations are ensured by the controlled introduction of
initial capabilities in the architecture (at CPU reset), tagged memory that allows in-memory
corruption by a data overwrite to be detected, and guarded manipulation that prevents nonmonotonic transformation and tag corruption. A complete description of the evolving CHERI
architecture can be found in our papers and technical reports [14].

1.1.2

Meltdown and Spectre Attacks

Speculative execution (or out-of-order execution) allows microarchitectures to speculatively
pursue computations based on predictions about the unknown future outcomes of branches
and data loads in execution. Instructions remain uncommitted until the missing data dependency is present, at which time the speculatively executed instructions can either be committed
(due to the prediction being correct) or canceled (if the prediction was incorrect). With sufficiently good predictions, speculative execution allows parallel computations in hardware to
substantially improve perceived serial execution. Today, this technique is widely deployed in
high-performance CPU designs, as many software execution patterns are highly predictable
based on past behavior: for example, CPUs routinely predict the outcome of branches and
jumps, based on prior execution of the same code having a strong predictive ability for future
executions.
Speculative execution is intended to be largely invisible to the architecture against which
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programmers write software: mispredicted instructions are canceled, preventing their architectural outcomes (register writebacks, memory stores, etc.) from being exposed to software. The
primary exception to this is through timing; where speculation is substantially accurate, performance should improve, reducing the time it takes to perform operations that would otherwise
be more expensive. This timing side channel is measurable through a variety of techniques
(including highly accurate cycle counters in contemporary processors present for timekeeping
purposes), and allows software to detect when speculation is being effective. Side effects of
speculation are especially visible in its impact on caches, which will be filled with memory
on the basis of not just architectural execution, but also speculative execution. Timing side
channels therefore allow information to flow in two directions: (1) instruction execution can
guide future predictions, impacting the behavior of future speculation; and (2) a committed
instruction can observe cache timing information in order to infer prior speculated behavior.
The presence of timing side channels in the microarchitecture has long been understood: In
the early 2000s, multiple researchers identified timing-based channels allowing the extraction
of cryptographic keying material from hyperthreads sharing a first-level cache [2, 12, 10, 3, 4].
However, the degree to which the above two speculative effects, combined with cache timing
information, can be exploited by an unprivileged software adversary to extract private information despite architectural security features (such as rings and virtual address spaces) has only
recently become apparent with the announcement of the Meltdown [9] and Spectre[8] attack
techniques. With these attacks, timing side channels allow malicious unprivileged code to extract the memory contents of the kernel or another target process by manipulating instruction
speculation and triggering a cache-timing side channel back to the attacker. Three variants have
been described [6]:
Variant 1: bounds-check bypass (CVE-2017-5753) Published by Koch et al., this vulnerability allows the attacker to manipulate speculation such that software invariants (e.g.,
array bounds checks) are violated in speculation, with their side effects (e.g., out-ofbounds loads and resulting computations) being detectable using cache side channels.
The authors demonstrate an attack in which a speculated out-of-bounds array access can
be triggered, allowing the contents of arbitrary kernel memory to be leaked via timing.
We observe that while bypassing bounds checks is a particularly catastrophic outcome
of the underlying vulnerability, there might be other potential non-bounds-check implications of security significance – e.g., bypassing kernel access-control checks dependent
on uncached data.
Variant 2: branch target injection (CVE-2017-5715) Published by Koch et al., this vulnerability relies on leakage of branch-predictor state between contexts, allowing an attacker
to train the branch predictor such that they can maliciously influence speculated control
flow in another security domain in order to leak data accessible in that domain back to
the attacker via a cache timing side channel. The authors demonstrate an virtualizationbased attack in which a guest operating system can guide speculated instructions in the
host to access known addresses based on private information, allowing the contents of
arbitrary host memory to be leaked via timing.
Variant 3: rogue data cache load (CVE-2017-5754) Published by Lipp et al., this vulnerability relies on speculative loads being performed before hardware permission checks
(e.g., based on page permissions or ring), allowing architecturally inaccessible data to
7

be revealed through cache timing. The authors demonstrate arbitrary kernel memory
extraction from user space at hundreds of kilobytes per second.

1.1.3

Known Mitigations on Current Architectures

Several major CPU vendors have reported vulnerabilities in one or more of the variants, including Intel [7], AMD [1], and ARM [5]. Prior to the public announcement of the Meltdown
and Spectre vulnerabilities, processor vendors were given substantial time to explore the impact of the vulnerabilities, and develop potential firmware- and software-based mitigations –
in addition to develop longer-term hardware roadmaps that better address side-channel-based
attacks. Architectural and software mitigations documented by these vendors generally fall into
the following categories:
Branch avoidance in favor of conditional moves In some architectures (e.g., ARMv8, x8664), conditional-move instructions permit conditional behavior without the need for a
branch. Where these can be used in code generation for security-sensitive checks, there
is no branch prediction to be manipulated. In some implementations, speculation is still
possible, if the value to be tested by a conditional move is not yet available (e.g., due
to depending on an as-yet incomplete speculative load); in this case, explicit speculation
barriers will also be required (see below). However, for many common microarchitectures (e.g., most ARM microarchitectures at the time of writing), this is a reasonable
form of mitigation as data-value speculation is not used, although software implementors
will wish to start introducing explicit barriers to guard against future microarchitectural
choices (see below).
Speculation barriers and code behaviors to limit speculation Where branches must be used,
or on microarchitectures where conditional moves can depend on predicted values, speculation barrier instructions can be used to prevent further speculative loads based on
unresolved branches or predicted values. These barriers can be inserted before securitycritical branches (e.g., for bounds and permission checks), at some cost to performance
due to a delay in issuing speculative memory accesses dependent on the unresolved
branch.
Intel and AMD already provide a Load Fence (LFENCE) instruction as a barrier to await
termination of all outstanding speculation before proceeding. Placing an LFENCE instruction following a software bounds check, but before memory access, will prevent
speculative execution of the memory access until the result of the check is known. AMD
further observes that ensuring that the outcome of a bounds check is a dependency for the
load will have a similar effect in stalling the load – e.g., by using the result of the bounds
check to mask the load address. On AMD processors, placing an LFENCE instruction
prior to an indirect jump will have a similar effect in controlling speculation across the
jump.
Intel and AMD are introducing three new classes of barriers to restrict speculation across
branches: to limit indirect branch prediction after an explicit barrier (IBPB), to restrict
branch speculation when set (IBRS), and to protect hyperthreads from branch-predictor
manipulation (STOBP). These features will be made available via new processors and/or
microcode patches.
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ARM is introducing one additional new barrier instruction, Conditional Speculation Dependency Barrier (CSDB), which will prevent speculative loads, stores, instruction prefetches,
and indirect branches after the barrier from influencing cache allocation until the dependency has been resolved.
The retpoline (“return trampoline”) technique causes indirect jumps to occur via an architecture’s function-return mechanism, which prevents effective branch prediction on
Intel and AMD processors [11].
Limiting speculation has a potentially significant impact on performance, making it desirable to use these barriers only where necessary for security – and creating the opportunity
for accidental omission by programmers.
Explicit flushes of architectural and microarchitectural state Where microarchitectures allow branch-predictor state to be shared between rings (e.g., between userspace and kernel), or between address spaces (e.g., between two user processes), an explicit invalidation of that state may be possible. This can be used during a context switch or on
entry to the kernel to prevent malicious manipulation of speculation using the branchpredictor table. In general, architectures appear not to include portable interfaces to flush
branch-predictor state, unlike other shared microarchitectural state such as Translation
Lookaside Buffer (TLB) entries.
AMD has recommended that clearing untrusted values from registers when entering privileged mode, or sensitive code, will prevent speculative use of those values.
Implicit flushes of microarchitectural state Although explicit microarchitectural state invalidation may not be available in all architectures, it may be possible to reliably invalidate
that state through architectural behaviors that are known to affect that state. For example,
a well-defined sequence of branch or jump instructions may reliably flush the branchpredictor table on specific microarchitectures. These sequences can similarly be inserted
in context switches or on entry to the kernel.
AMD suggests that flushing the branch-predictor table using a well-defined series of
function calls (sized to reflect the microarchitectural table size – e.g., 32) will also be
effective in preventing past branch behavior from affecting future branch prediction. This
instruction sequence can be used during entry to privileged modes to prevent userspace
behavior from influencing kernel branch prediction.
Unsharing user and kernel address spaces For performance reasons, it is common practice
to allow user and kernel code to share the same architectural address space, relying on
the ring mechanism and page permissions (or segments) to prevent undesired access.
On microarchitectures where unprivileged code can manipulate the speculative memory
accesses of privileged code despite that mechanism, another mitigation option is to place
kernel memory in a different address space than user memory.
This can be accomplished by arranging for the majority of kernel code to execute with a
different address-space identifier (ASID or PCID). Kernel Page Table Isolation (KPTI),
previously known as Kernel Address Isolation to have Side-channels Efficiently Removed (KAISER), modifies the operating-system kernel to avoid leaving the kernel address space mapped when operating in userspace. The performance impact of this technique could be substantial, as it may increase the footprint of ASIDs or PCIDs, or require
9

other further address-space manipulations – especially on architectures or microarchitectures without support for TLB entries tagged with address-space identifiers.
On Intel and AMD processors, use of the SMEP (Supervisor Mode Execution Protection)
will prevent errant speculation of user instructions from kernel mode; SMAP (Supervisor Mode Access Protection) will prevent errant access to user data via speculated kernel
loads and stores, reducing the tools available to attackers by virtue of use of user instructions or memory contents during speculative execution.
Architectural control-flow integrity Intel has observed that use of its recent Control-flow Enforcement Technology (CET) to implement Control-Flow Integrity (CFI) can reduce gadgets available to attackers during speculation.

1.2

Applicability to the CHERI Architecture

CHERI is an architectural security technique that relies on correct implementation in the microarchitecture. CHERI’s features interact with the side-channel attacks described above in
a manner dependent on the specific microarchitecture, both offering some mitigating aspects,
and also requiring architectural change for CHERI.
Variant 1: Bounds-Check Bypass This attack depends on a mispredicted software bounds
check resulting in a speculative load that is out of bounds, in turn enabling a cache-based
timing side channel back to the attacker. With CHERI, bounds (and other) checks are
performed atomically with memory access, based on capability information stored in the
same register as the pointer value.
As long as data-value speculation is not performed on capabilities themselves, all necessary capability information required to validate a speculative load will be reliably available to the microarchitecture – eliminating the opportunity for malicious manipulation of
speculative software-based bounds checking. It is therefore important that microarchitectures that speculatively perform memory access via capabilities also perform associated
capability checks as well. This is a necessary condition before allowing any visible timing effects (e.g., cache perturbation).
It is unclear whether there are techniques to allow safe speculation based on predicted
capability values, and as such we recommend against such speculation.
Variants 2: Branch Target Injection Branch predictors must make predictions without access to actual instructions or target addresses, whether represented as integer values or
CHERI capabilities. Branch target injection may therefore be equally effective against
CHERI as with traditional architectures, as the microarchitecture would not naturally
prevent the branch predictor from injecting speculative targets from one domain into another, causing that domain to exercise its own rights to load data in a manner detectable
by the attacking domain. The vulnerable domain may be the kernel, another process, or
an in-address-space CHERI compartment.
Variants 3: Rogue Data Cache Load Where the values of capabilities themselves are not subject to being predicted, CHERI provides adequate information to the microarchitecture to
prevent undesired memory access beyond the bounds (or in violation of other restrictions)
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in capabilities. As with Variant 1, the microarchitecture must ensure that any necessary
capability checks have passed before allowing any side effects of a memory access via
that capability to become visible via timing. This should also be possible with MMU
protection, and indeed only certain commercial memory systems are vulnerable to this
variant.

1.3

Implications for the CHERI Architecture

These observations motivate a number of thoughts on how the CHERI architecture should be
implemented, and perhaps also might be changed.

1.3.1

Speculative Memory Access via Capabilities

Most critically, it is clear that memory accesses via capabilities must not have timing-visible
side effects unless CHERI’s checks (tag, bounds check, permission check, seal check, ...) have
been satisfied by the microarchitecture. Otherwise, speculation across those checks may leak
information about out-of-bounds or protected memory. However, if implemented in keeping
with this design principle, CHERI offers substantial mitigation against Variants 1 and 3.

1.3.2

Speculated Capability Values

With CHERI, we are particularly concerned with the potential for data-value speculation (rather
than simply branch prediction) to lead to violation of invariants – especially where the value
of a capability might be speculated. This would mean that its bounds, permissions, and other
state might themselves be predicted. In an ideal world, speculated values would be limited
to capabilities actually held by the current protection domain – but it is not clear that this is
microarchitecturally viable, even if considering only current register-file entries. It may be that
speculating capability values has to be entirely disallowed in the presence of compartmentalization, which could have substantial cost.

1.3.3

Control-Flow Robustness in Speculation

Intel’s observation that CET may assist with limiting branch-predictor-based attacks due to reducing the gadget space may also apply to capability-based limits on control flow. For example,
indirect branches by integer offset rather than to a target capability will be constrained to the
current program-counter capability’s bounds. Similarly, speculated indirect branches to target
capabilities will have their range limited by the permissions and bounds on the capability. It is
not yet clear to what extent this provides effective attack mitigation, however.

1.3.4

Branch-Predictor State

A natural design choice for microarchitectural implementations of CHERI will be to retain current virtual-address-based branch predictors without also saving additional protection metadata
(such as bounds) for those target addresses. It is therefore important that any bounds checks
occur before a predicted target is inserted in the branch-predictor table to prevent predicted
addresses outside of accessible bounds from being being used speculatively.
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1.3.5

Sharing Microarchitectural State Between Compartments

For Variants 2 and 3, it is important that the microarchitecture must control sharing of microarchitectural state, not only across ring or process boundaries (i.e., userspace to kernel, or
process to process), but also between CHERI compartments. For MMU-based isolation, it is
possible to tag state – e.g., in the branch predictor – with the originating ring and process. With
CHERI, however, the configuration of accessible capabilities can further define an in-process
compartment.
One approach would be to limit speculation beyond potential non-monotonic operations
in the architecture – specifically, exception delivery (increasingly understood for conventional
architectures) and userspace capability invocation (not present in conventional architectures),
as both of these grant access to capabilities not available to prior instructions. However, it is not
clear that this is a desirable approach, as these are frequent operations occuring in performancecritical paths, and may not in fact require strong confidentiality protection.

1.4

Proposal: A CHERI Compartment Identifier (CID)

Another approach to controlling sharing of microarchitectural state between CHERI compartments is to explicitly identify compartments to the microarchitecture so that persisting microarchitectural state can be tagged and used only in appropriate contexts. This technique is already
used with MMU-based compartmentalization by virtue of tagged TLBs: entries in the TLB are
tagged with address-space identifiers preventing an entry from matching the wrong process.
This would require introduction of an architectural CHERI compartment identifier (CID) to
explicitly identify when microarchitectural state is (or isn’t) allowed to be shared. As with the
ring and address-space identifier, this could be included in the tag on branch target buffer entries (or any other microarchitectural state) to ensure that, for example, one compartment could
not train the branch predictor in order to direct speculative execution in another compartment.
We imagine that this mechanism would be in the form of a writable special register identifying
the current CID, which could be set with a suitable capability authorizing use of a range of
CIDs. CID changes would themselves require some care with respect to speculation, to ensure
that those changes were not improperly speculated across.
In keeping with the virtualizability goals of CHERI, the authorizing capability would be
able to specify bounds on what CIDs could be used, allowing domain-crossing code to be authorized to select the microarchitectural state of selected compartments it is authorized to enter.
This approach comes with its challenges: for example, how should the state of a userspace
domain switcher itself be protected, to prevent speculation across the switcher from revealing
its own internal state, or the state of another compartment? One option here would be to also
incorporate the sealed-capability object type into the concatenated index, as this namespace is
also controlled. With exception-based domain switching, we believe that inclusion of the ring
identifier should be sufficient. Another critical question is how large the CID must be in order
to prevent collisions through reuse, as well as make partitioned delegation to multiple switchers
efficient: we suspect at least a 24-bit ID would be desirable, if not far larger. This proposed size
is based on the size of the object-type field in our 128-bit compressed-capability design, which
in turn is based on an estimate on an upper bound on the number of unique sealed capability
types that might be in use in a single address-space system. A larger size might be preferable,
as unique code segments may be combined with additional unique data segments to produce a
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larger number of compartments.
An immediate concern to any microarchitect would be the size of the tag required on microarchitectural state. A large CID as well as an ASID and ring number may approach the
entire storage capacity of current branch target entries. We might suggest an architectural table
that maps a small number of active domains drawn from a larger architectural namespace to a
small internal microarchitectural namespace of, perhaps, 8 bits. When a new domain is inserted
that does not have a corresponding table entry, the kernel would replace an existing entry in the
active domain table, removing all microarchitectural state for the replaced domain. With this
mechanism, any partitioned microarchitectural state need be tagged with only a small number
of bits to identify an arbitrary domain. Clearly, this approach will be efficient only if the time
between insertion of new domains is large with respect to the cost of replacing a mapping in
the active domain table, which seems likely for a table of even modest size.
There are a various tradeoffs around the use of a CID to partition microarchitectural state.
Hard partitioning of that state may lead to performance loss where prior sharing led to performance gain – e.g., where branch-predictor state was shared beneficially between two compartments sharing common code. This concern also arises in the context of harder partitioning
for MMU-based process schemes: forked processes executing common code (e.g., a language
runtime or server application) may benefit from branch-predictor leakage between tasks, which
would be prevented by partitioning. However, architectural CIDs need not map one-to-one with
software compartments: if only integrity or availability is required (and not confidentiality),
then a software compartment change can take place without requiring use of an independent
microarchitectural state.

1.5

Future Side-Channel Challenges

Potential side-channel leakage is endemic to current microarchitectural optimization techniques
– not just with respect to speculative execution, but also in any area where there is resource sharing rather than hard partitioning between mutually distrusting parties. Historically, cache side
channels have been of particular interest because they have allowed effective attacks without
any need for speculation – and also are a key linchpin for both Meltdown and Spectre. It is reasonable to anticipate that these and other side channels will remain relevant, and while effective
mitigations have been identified for the current attacks, the broader picture is far less clear.

1.5.1

Tagging Does Not Close All Side Channels

More generally, constraining matching of branch-predictor entries does not entirely close the
side channel, but simply makes it hard to maliciously impact choices in a victim task. Information will still leak between address spaces (or compartments) by virtue of entry displacement;
while this has not been shown to be exploitable, history suggests that signal-analysis techniques
often prove able to extract signal from noise, even when the signal-to-noise ratio is very low.
Similarly, policy-based lookup and displacement constraints do not generalize well to all resource types – e.g., cache entries, bus contention, thread scheduling, etc.; this implies that many
side channels will continue to remain, even if it is not yet clear how to exploit those channels.
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1.5.2

Tagging Performance Overheads

There are also potential performance costs to tagging and lookup constraints, which have not
yet been fully explored. For example, tagging branch-predictor entries with address-space identifiers may harm the performance of forked applications (such as the Android Dalvik language
runtime, or the Apache web server), where accidental sharing between address spaces might
lead to accurate branch prediction due to identical address-space layouts. This concern will
also apply to future attempts to limit state sharing between address spaces – or, in CHERI,
between compartments.

1.5.3

Principled Design and Microarchitectural Side Channels

We are intrigued by the possibility that a stronger expression of privilege (and privilege minimization) visible to the architecture but enforceable in the microarchitecture can be effective in
mitigating microarchitectural side channels – a property that we did not foresee when designing CHERI. This possibility has arisen through CHERI’s inclusion of fine-grained checking of
bounds, permission, and other properties in an architecture-visible manner; with extensions to
include a compartment ID, this would also allow software to limit speculation in the presence
of granular software compartmentalization. If generalizable, this would reinforce the view that
design principles such as the principle of least privilege remain a powerful approach to systems
design when it comes to not just preventing vulnerabilities, but also mitigating their inevitable
effects.

1.6

Conclusion

Microarchitectural side-channel attacks have long been known to the computer architecture and
security communities, epitomized by cache-timing side-channel attacks on cryptography dating to the early 2000s. However, recent attacks such as Meltdown and Spectre have illustrated
the power of those attacks against general-purpose systems software outside of more specialized environments and workloads. As an architectural security feature, CHERI is dependent
on correct and secure implementation in the microarchitecture, especially with respect to side
channels. By pushing greater knowledge of security-related constraints into the architecture,
CHERI offers the microarchitecture the opportunity to mitigate some forms of side-channel attacks – for example, through its architectural bounds checking. To allow the microarchitecture
to mitigate other forms of side-channel attacks, CHERI requires modest extensions to expose a
more explicit notion of compartments (and compartmentalization) via the ISA. As understanding of these attacks grows, we anticipate further insights into the impact of microarchitectural
side channels and architectural security features. Overall, we believe that the CHERI hardwaresoftware system architecture will continue to provide a sound basis upon which to explore
remediation of known vulnerabilities as well as avoidance of as yet unknown vulnerabilities.
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